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Our UX research
toolkits contain
powerful methods to
ﬁnd unknowns.

Yet, sometimes there are latent
conditions behind the experiences
that will cause them to fail.
These can be missed by our usual
methods.

Assumptions

The Mysterious Case of the
“Permissions Solution”
With Village Detective, Laura Faulkner, PhD.

Users

Devs

THE PLAYERS

Designers

Four different players with
contending perspectives.
Architects

The Setting
Client situation:
One super admin of ea
ch
system
Client need:
A super admin of one
system
can change the other
system
Client ask:
Both admins can chan
ge
both systems

Solution concept:
ant
Super Admin A can gr
ions to
super admin permiss
Admin B*
Collateral capability:
w also
Super Admin B can no
grant super admin
permissions

The Crisis
Designers felt something was wrong

The Failed Solution
Test the users!
Test 1 theory:

Users won’t adopt
the solution!

If we build a prototype and have them
walk through it, Users will balk at Step
3!
Test 1 Result: The Users were ﬁne with
it!

What went
wrong!?

Research Investigation
INVESTIGATION FILES:
Or was it
something else?!

Did we have the ‘wrong’ users?
Did we write the test plan wrong?
Was the Designers’ hypothesis wrong?

What was the Root Cause
Analysis of the Test 1 failure?
Why didn’t the test capture the
hypothesis?

The First Clue
The ﬁrst clue was in the
root cause of the Test 1
failure:

An undisciplined test
plan.

Research Investigation
Board
We attacked the problem by
dropping everything we thought
we knew.
Then we brought the investigator
minds--the Researchers only--into
a room and created our
investigation board.

We started at the whiteboard

Same Team

A

Different Team

Outside Team Shares with Someone Else
Stranger Danger

The Point Where the Model Breaks Down
Stranger Danger

May Day!!!

Trust is compromised.
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The Point Where the Model Breaks Down

ONE PERSON, DIFFERENT TEAM

A

A

A
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RESEARCH DESIGN

RECEIVER SHARES WITH SOMEONE
ELSE, NOT KNOWN TO A

A

So, why did the ﬁrst test fail?

The experience design
was so good that Users
skipped right past even
imagining there might
be a security risk in the
model.

Method & Plans: The secret
to the solution

A key to the next clue: The disciplined test plan
Business Goals
These will start with a problem to solve and a ‘so that’
outcome statement.
Research Goals
This is what you’re going to learn, not what you’re
going to do.
Objectives & Questions
These are the questions you want to answer.
Note: The questions you want to answer will not be
the questions you ask!!
Method & Participants
This is what gets the answers and the best-ﬁt ‘who.’
Session Design Overview
This maps the Objectives & ‘Questions to answer’ to
tasks & questions you will ask.
Script
What happens in the session. Always the last thing
you write.

PRO TIP:
The questions you want to answer
will not be the questions you ask!
“Questions you want to answer” =
Objectives
“Questions you ask” = Research
Instrument

NO, you may not write these until you
ﬁnish and reﬁne all of those above and get
stakeholder buy-in and approval for
them.

What a good Village Detectives will do
1.

Map out:
a. The people
b. The theory
c. The timeline

2.

Interrogated the village inhabitants.
Okay, the users.

3.

Help the user put themselves into the story
A storyboard is a powerful tool. Be sure to just
show one frame of the story at a time!

4.

Hold lightly to the method
This one is not doing the method ‘right.’
Trust our own instincts and knowledge as an
investigator.

Light bulb

Solving the Case

THE SCIENCE BEHIND DISASTERS - James Reason’s Swiss Cheese Model

From: Reason, J. Managing the Risks of Organizational Accidents, 1997

Insights from Psychology and
Psych0metrics on Measuring
Risk Tolerance
By Michael J. Roszkowski, Geoff
Davey, and John E. Grable PhD, CFP

In this case, we needed to
determine “Risk
Tolerance”
Which can be discovered
by …
Good research design!

Risk tolerance is discoverable.

THE TRUE FINDINGS

RISK ACCEPTANCE

They didn’t understand the
risks.
They were okay with the
solution.
YES - ADOPT
YES - MAKE UNKNOWN
MISTAKES
They didn’t understand the
risks & implications. (bad
things that would happen)
They were not okay with it
anyway.
NO - NOT ADOPT
NO - THEY WOULD NOT MAKE
HIDDEN MISTAKES
RISK PERCEPTION

They understood the risks &
implications.
They were okay with them.
YES - ADOPT
NO - THEY WOULD MAKE
UNKNOWN MISTAKES

They understood the risks &
implications.
They were not okay with that
NO - NOT ADOPT
NO - THEY WOULDN’T MAKE
HIDDEN MISTAKES

So, how did it all turn out?
In The Mysterious Case of the Permissions Solution the solution did go
forward.
However, due to research results about the trust and risk tolerance
issues, the “bad thing” was done well.
The central issue was not so much the ability to grant the permissions.
It was about the inability to see and vet who they had been granted to.
Design and Dev introduced signiﬁcant changes that made this
transparent, and thereby gained the users’ trust.

Tips & Tricks for
Researchers

The best ‘non-UX’ UX
book you’ve never read

If you read only one
professional book this
year, let it be this one.

Steps & tips to develop your own abstract model test
1.

Trust your own doubts and those of others. That niggling intuition is data you can use.
It just might save folks from a disaster.
2. Imagine the disaster. Think of the worst things that could happen, however unlikely.
You want to lead the participate to imagine those on their own.
3. Keep in mind that a disaster happens when latent conditions align. These are hard to
ﬁnd until you think beyond simple situations and single points of fail.
4. Write disciplined test plan goals and objectives. The very process of writing this critical
preamble in a test plan can lead you to the right method and participants.
5. Don’t plan to show the test participant an actual design or implementation. If you get
pushback about this, plan a second test.
6. Test experts as well as novices. Experts can be the ones most susceptible to latent
conditions because they do unexpected actions with things ‘known’ to them.
7. Develop a story to place the participants in the situation. <>
8. Create visual representations of the story. Consider a storyboarding approach with
simple ﬁgures and shapes. This is psychology, not a design competition.
9. Question the participant at key points in the story. Human emotions are the disaster
beacon of where latent condition or fail points exist.
10. Develop a model from the results of the model. In this case it was a ‘risk tolerance’
model. Yours will track to the business and research goals.
Bonus: Be gentle with yourself and others. If we could ﬁnd all of the latent conditions, they
wouldn’t be latent conditions.
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